Bring A Child To Work

We're back with a new program: July 12 & 14, 2022!

After being virtual during the pandemic, Bring A Child to Work Day is back! Our team has taken the last two years to reimagine this popular program with fresh activities and improvements to make it easier and more fun than ever to share all the amazing work done at Cornell University with your children.

- We've got a new name: Cornell Kids @Work
- We're moving the date from April to July, when kids are out of school and the local weather is better for outdoor activities (the national “Bring A Child To Work Day” remains the 4th Thursday of April)
- Choose one of two days to attend (July 12 or 14 - both days feature identical programming), to accommodate busy schedules
- Sessions will be structured to accommodate larger groups and avoid registration hassles
- This year's inaugural theme is “Explore the Future”

Stay tuned for more information about exciting new programs and registration details!

In the meantime, check out Cornell Kids @Home, our virtual “Bring A Child To Work Day” website featuring activities and learning opportunities from across campus, including the Lab of Ornithology, Cornell Wellness, Materials Research, Space Planetary Image Facility, Johnson Art Museum, and much more! There's something for every interest and age group!